See the instruction videos: ‘EH Quick Tour’

EH: Encyclopaedia Homeopatica
Quick Tour
A complete Homeopatic Library
The Encyclopaedia is much more then a simple MM-search program. It is a easy to use
extensive Homeopathic Library, because it contains not only our classical Materia Medica
sources, but also a large amount of other information. In EH you can find the following type
of information:
All Traditional Classical Materia Medica's
Many Recent or older Provings
Old and New Classical Homeopatic Journals
Homeopatic Philosophy books
Therapeutic books
Cases (with possibility to search for cases on a certain remedy)
Veterinary books
Other type of books like: Medical Dictionary, Bibliography, etc.

Book Packages
There are several English book packages available. Beginning 2009 there are:
A with 7 volumes
D with 75 volumes
E with 171 volumes
G3-basic-2007 with 543 volumes
G3-full-2007 with 647 volumes
G4-2007 with 773 volumes
H8 with 849 volumes
There are also book packages available in many different
languages, e.g. German, Italian, French, etc.

Starting EH
You can start EH via the shortcut icon on your
desktop, or from within the Radar program via
the EH-search clipboard from the left toolbar.

TIP: Switching between programs after you have started Radar
and EH can be done most quickly by using the Window's keyboard
combination ALT + TAB (hold down the Alt key, then press the
Tab one or more times).

EH Setup
Via the button Options in the upper toolbar you can set the
program to your own preferences.
If the program is not covering the complete screen, select a
different Display Size, for example 1024x768.
You can also select a different background color (Themes:
Bureau, Study, Aqua)
You can Click on the 8 different groups at the left side and
have a look at all options you can set.
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Te Main window (Weblook)
The main window from where you would start mostly is called the Weblook window. This
Window has 2 parts: Left is the table of content and Right is the actual content of the selected
title (the Document window).
With the upper toolbar you can switch
quickly between the 3 main Views: Use
the 3rd, 4th and 5th button in the top
toolbar:....
Weblook (F5) (both windows)
Only the table of content (F2)
Only the document window (F3)
Also note the function keys F5, F2 and F3
that can be used.

The main search possibilities in EH
Use EH as a Bookshelf with book from which you can quickly select and open a
book to read a certain part (like the Mind section from a remedy in a certain book).
Quickly find all books with a whole chapter (the MM) of a certain Remedy.
Search for a certain Word or Combination of words (one symptom).
Search for more then one symptom at once and perform an Analysis.
Other options are for example:
Use the Family-function with a search or analysis
Search for a case that was given a certain remedy
Use of a ‘Book-mix’ (a personal selection of books to limit a search)
Search for a book discussing a certain Pathology (or topic) (E.g. Roger Morrison
Desk Top Companion)

Use EH as a Bookshelf. Quickly open a book to read a section
Step 1: To open a book you click in
the table of content on the + icon in
front of one of the titles, and this will
open its sublevels.
You can click again on a
the next level.

+

to open

Step 2: Click on the text (Remedyname) to open at the Right side in the
document window the text of that
remedy.

TIP: To close all levels in the table of content, click with the Right mouse button in de
table of content window, and select from the quick menu: Show only titles.
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TIP: You can jump quickly to a title (author)
in the table of content window.

/

Press on the keyboard the (forward slash)
key, then type the first letter(s) of the author.

/h

For example
will jump to the first book
beginning with a 'H'.

Open a level (open a book): You can to click on the + in
front of a title to open it.

Look out Checkbox: Do not select a ‘checkbox’ by mistake which are
also in front of the titles, because if you select these boxes it will then
limit the search you will perform afterwards to only those selected books
with check marks in the boxes.

It is important to know that in EH there are
important context sensitive menus available
via the Right mouse button.
Just see and Click with the Right mouse
button in the table of content window, and
see the available options in this menu.
Also click with the Right mouse button in the
Document window.
Or also click with Right in the small Title
window, in the upper part of the document
window.

Quickly search in which books
you can find a certain Remedy
You could start a search by clicking
on the first button in the top toolbar.
But more convenient is to just start
and type what you are looking for
on the keyboard. The searchwindow will then open automatically.
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The search window will open
automatically when you start to type
on the keyboard.
If you want to search for all books
that describe the remedy Lyssinum,
then start to type: LYSS
From the wordlist you must not
select the abbreviation Lyss (just as
a word) because this will only search
for all 'words' Lyss in the text of all
documents.
But you need to select from this list
the option:...

Lyss (Remedy Lyssinum)
By doing so, you will search for all books that contain a chapter (a title) of the remedy
Lyssinum. So all books where a 'Chapter' is present of the remedy Lyssinum.

Here the result window after
searching for the 'Remedy
Lyssinum':…

Important: There are 2 ways to
display the result after a search:..
1. Or All books are shown, including
titles where nothing was found (see
the shown window)
2. Or you can click on the button at
the lower side of the EH window…

Then only those books are shown that
have items found in them.
So only those titles with result are
shown, and in the document window
also, only the ‘found text’ is shown,
not the whole context.
(The number of found symptoms or
sentences in each book is indicated
with a number in front of each title)
Click on one of the book titles to
show at the Right side the text of that
document
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2 important buttons:
Switch between 'Show all titles' (and all
symptoms) or 'Show only titles with a search
result'.
‘Delete the search result’, and show again the full list of titles.

Tip:

You can also jump to each next found symptom by using Ctrl + Arrow Down / Up

Search for a certain word (or combination of words)
This option allows you to search in all documents for a certain word or a combination of
words.
Just start by typing on the keyboard and the search window will open automatically.
Type for example ……
Glass <enter>
Piece <enter>
So type first ‘glass’ followed with 1 time <enter>, then on the same line continue by typing
‘piece’ and again press 1 time <enter>.
In front of the line you will see the abbreviation
SEN This means ‘Sentence’.
The words on that line will be searched within the
same sentence.
The default option SEN can be changed. Click on
it with the Right mouse button and selects from the context menu an other option.
Start your search by clicking on the ‘Search button’, or press again 2 times <enter>.

In de document window you can click on
one of the found symptoms, then in the top
part (the title-reference window) you can
see from which book that particular
symptom is coming from.
Please note that the EH database not only
contains Materia Medica titles, so you will
not always see a Remedy name mentioned
in the above title window.

The Summary window
With the 6th button in the upper toolbar you
can display the search result in an other
way: The Summary window
You can click on 'Document' or on
'Remedy' to sort the table on that header.
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TIP: In the document window it is possible to show in front of
each symptom the Reference (an abbreviation of the book, the
remedy and chapter). Click with the Right mouse button in the
document window and select this option.
Click with the Right mouse button in the document window, and
select:.... ‘Show references’.

Search for several symptoms and Analyse
It is possible to search for 2 or more combinations of words.
In this example we searched for:…
Tongue black
Stool black

Then in the Weblook window the result
of both symptoms are presented mixed
with each other.
This is not useful if we want to know
the following: …
‘Is there a remedy that has both
symptoms’ ?
To get an answer to this question you
need to use the ‘Analyse’ window.
Click in the toolbar on the Analyse
(F8) button.
In this Analysis window you will see
from left to right those remedies that
have both symptoms.
Note: It is possible to click in this
window on several items.
Click upper left on one of the searchsymptoms, for example ‘tongue black’.
You then will jump to the Weblook to
see only those symptoms that contain
'black and tongue'.
Or you can click on one of the bars in
the graph above one of the remedy
abbreviations. Then only the symptoms will be shown for that remedy.
Or you can click on the remedy abbreviation to open the Family-window (see below)
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Open the Family window with double click on a remedy
If you double click on a
remedy abbreviation, the
family information window
will open.
Click on the + in front of
Kingdoms to show the
sublevels.
Then click on the level you
want to see, for example
the... ‘Scrophulariaceae’.
Then at the Right side you
will see the 'main' remedies
and a box with 'all' remedies
belonging to that group.
With the button Options you
can select the Main-Families
that should be shown by default in the left box..
With the button Limit to this family and Highlight this family you can
show the remedies belonging to this level in the Analysis.

Button: Open the Family selection window
To find in the Analysis graph all remedies belonging to a certain family
group, you can also click on this button ‘open the family-window’, and in
this window you then search for the family you are looking for

Search in the Family
window: In this Family selection
window you can search for any family
level by typing a part of the name you
are looking for....
In this example we search for:
liliac <enter>
for the group liliacea.
Then you can use again the buttons
Limit to or Highlight this family.
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More search options (I)
Search within a certain Family
It is possible to search for word(s) in
combination with a family.
In this example we search for … cystitis in
combination with solanaceae (Family)
(they are on one line in the search window)
Look out: Select from the list the option:
‘solanaceae (Family)’
Because there are hundreds of books and Journals the 'word- list' will contain several spelling
variations of solanaceae. But you should not select a 'word' but the option Solanaceae with
(family) behind it.
Only when you select a word as (Family) you will limit your search to those remedies
belonging to that particular family: ‘solanaceae’.

Search for a Pathology
Of course you can search for a pathology
as a ‘word’.
But there are also many chapters or
sections in the books identified as a
'pathology'.
Type for example: Concussion
In the list you will see several options
with (pathology) mentioned behind it
There are several options mentioned
because these are different chapter titles
coming from several books.
This is a great option and can be very useful, for example in acute cases when you want to
refer to the literature and see if this topic has been discussed somewhere.

Limit to a book-mix
If you have one of the larger book-packages in
EH, it could be useful to limit a search to a few
books. You can select in the table of content a
certain number of books and then perform a
search only in these selected books.
You can also Save a certain personal selection
as a 'Book-Mix' and Recall this Mix again when
you need it.
Or you can also select a pre-defined Book-Mix from the Search window.
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Recall in the Table of content certain type of books (Book-mix)
In the Web look window you can recall a pre-defined
Book Mix that will show books belonging to a certain
category.
Click on File and select Load a Mix file
You can select for example:…
Journals
Other therapies
Provings
Materia Medica
Etc.

Remove Remedies already present in the
repertory
Lets say you are searching in the MM to see if more
remedies are known for a certain symptom. For example you
are looking for ‘Red’ discoloration of the stool. In the
Repertory you can find for example: Stool – Thin - red

Step 1: Search in EH on the words: Stool Red, then open the analysis window. You will find
here in EH a button with which you can de-select (indicate) all those remedies that are already
present in the Repertory.
Step 2: Click on this button (de-select remedies from
Synthesis).
Step 3: Select the rubrics from Synthesis that match your
EH search, and click on OK.
Because you had already considered all remedies in the
Repertory in these rubrics, but none of them fitted your
case. Now you want to see IF any new remedies come up
while searching in EH.

Then in the Analysis window all remedies already
present in the Synthesis rubric(s) will be shown with
crossed lines.
This features save a lot of time, as you can now focus
only on the remaining new remedies that have come
up, you need to check if any of these is what you are
really looking for to help your patient.
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More search options (II)
More search options: SEN, PAR, REM, Within 4 words, and using
Underlining
By default all the words you type in the search window onto one line, are being searched
within one sentence.
The Abbreviation SEN means 'within one sentence'.

Intensity
In front of the abbreviation SEN you also see a
number 1, this indicates that this 'sentence'
(symptom) you search for has an importance of 1.
It is possible to use an intensity (underlining)
ranging from 1 to 4.

Click with the Right mouse button on the
abbreviation SEN to open the following
menu.
You can change the SEN for example to ‘Within 4

words’
(If you then search on 2 words, this means that
maximum 2 words may be between them)
This can be very useful to make your search more accurate, for example the words 'after
eating' , you would not want the word 'after' in the beginning of s sentence, and the word
'eating' at the end of a sentence.

Consider as a Word and its Branches or as a chapter
When you type words, by default they are considered
automatically as a ‘word + all its branches or as a
Chapter name'.

You can change the way a Word is searched as
follows:…
Click with the Right mouse icon on the ‘word’ to open the
following menu.
You then see several options, and by default 'Consider as a Word with
its Branches or as a Chapter' is selected.
Sometimes you would want to search only on one specific word,
without any branches.
(E.g. ‘Pain’ would normally also search for the words pains, painful,
painfully, etc.)
TIP: Select the option 'Synonyms' to see which Branch words are
automatically included in a search.
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A nice example for the default option: ‘Word + Branches or Chapter’ is the following:…
A patient has a neuralgia in the lower side of her face, with a feeling as if a piece of glass is
there. Now you could type the words: piece glass face to search on, and it will find the
following symptom:
Now note that in the actual
symptom text the word 'face' is not
present, still it has been found
because the chapter is 'face'.
This option largely increases your
search success.

Operators AND, OR, NOT
When you type a line in the search window, automatically the function AND will be
used between words (even if AND is not being displayed).
Between 2 search lines a OR function will be used if you show the Web-look
window. But if you show the Analysis window the AND function will be used.
It is possible to use these Operators in a search. As
mentioned before AND you do not need to actually use,
but you may do so if you want. Or you may select OR,
or even the function AND NOT
And (Operator)
Or (Operator)
Not (Operator)
Select from the word list the word OR with '(Operator) mentioned behind it, same with AND
or the option NOT.

Export to Radar: to the Radar symptom clipboard
It is possible to search in EH and then export the result to a symptom clipboard in Radar (The
Remedies associated to the found text will be exported to Radar, and placed in a Symptom
Clipboard as a rubric with remedies). This can be done in 2 ways:...
Directly export
Via the export button in the tool bar. By using this All remedies found will be added into the
Symptom clipboard in Radar (One EH-symptom will be placed with all remedies found in
EH). However, in most instances this is not a very reliable way to do this, because not all
symptoms found in EH area actually what you were looking for.
Via the clipboard in EH
Much better will be to First take all Symptoms in the EH clipboard. Then check all symptoms,
and select and deselect what is really appropriate, and only then send this checked list of
remedies to the Radar clipboard

First take into the EH clipboard
First select the menu Take, then
select Take search result in

EH clipboard
In the EH-Clipboard you can first
read through the search result, and
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select only the correct symptoms, then you click on the button Export to Radar.

Make Repertory additions in Synthesis from EH
A great new features has been introduced where you can easily make additions into the
Repertory with all the Source information added: So Remedy + Author + the Materia Medica
Text.
An extensive manual can be found in the Radar-FREENOTES.
This is a great tool for users who want to ‘repertorise a new proving’. So to make repertory
additions from their proving report. (Please contact us, to have you proving report inserted in
EH as a EH-database).

Tip: Help on Line for more information
Do not forget to consult frequently the extensive help on line.
Just click on the question mark button (or press F1)
Also read the Quick Tour manual and the more extensive English manual.

Cut and Paste
It is possible to cut and paste certain parts from the document window to your text editor.
You can select a part of the text as following:...
Step 1: Click where a block of text should begin.
Step 2: Then click with Shift + Click where the
block of text should end.
Step 3: Use Ctrl + C to copy the selection.
Step 4: Switch for example with Alt + Tab to
your text editor (if the program is already
running).
Step 5: Use Ctrl + V to paste the text into your
text editor.
Note: Not all documents will allow this ‘Cut and Paste’ function.

Compare Repertory rubrics in EH
It is possible to compare a rubric in the repertory, with the Materia Medica in EH..
- Quickly find the original full text of the remedies.
- Search if there are other remedies in EH, not yet added to that rubric

Search from Radar in EH
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After you search in Radar on one or more words (F4), you can use this button to quickly
perform the same search in EH.

More will be explained in the Radar manual. There are several ways to search quickly from
Radar into EH
You can also use: Right mouse click on a
remedy abbreviation, then select ‘Search
remedy in EH’,…
then automatically EH will open, and all
books where a chapter of this remedy is
found will be shown.

Or you can also use the ‘EH-Clipboard’ in Radar
You can ‘Drag and Drop’ from the Repertory items to the EH-search clipboard
In the Repertory window you can drag and drop a remedy to the EH search clipboard. (If you
hold down the SHIFT key while you drag and drop, not only the symptom text but also the
remedies are added to the EH-search clipboard.
This will be explained in more detail in the Radar manual and instruction video clips.

Other languages
-

There are several other language - book packages available (Like German, French,
Dutch, Italian, etc.)
You can open 2 or more book-packages, and switch between them. After you opened
a second book package via File, Open, you can switch between them using the
function in the lower tool bar.

Personal Database
It is possible to create a personal database in EH.
Click File, Open and select MMUser.nfo to read an extensive help file on how to create
such a personal database.
There is a second Empty file present: Emptyuser.nfo You may change the name of this file
if you like.

***
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